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Questions and Answers 

If a BA USA terminated IOGC GCA when can they get access to IOGC? 

-When you have a valid GCA to file - the Primary USA sets up the IOGC GCA Role and then selects IOGC Edit and attaches 

it to user name. [Can be attached to any of the BA’s user ID’s that will be working in IOGC GCA.] 

Do I go right into Petrinex to set up GCA1? 

-Yes 

Is there any other way? 

-Yes, you can also do a batch upload. 

Is there a testing environment similar to the prod environment available in case we would set up incorrectly and then 

what? 

Sorry no testing environment but you can perhaps practise set up with a battery that is not a GCA facility, and keep it in 

“Open” status so it can just be left until the ability to delete is promoted to production. But as always you can call and 

we can help [Petrinex Business Desk 403-297-6111]. Currently a GCA can’t be deleted but this will be fixed right away. 

Are there dates for upcoming changes? 

-Dates for changes will be determined by Friday, Feb 8th.  

The dates that fixes/changes will be promoted to production [Petrinex Live”] are now included on the IOGC GCA Change 

Leader #2 presentation on the last pages under the slide title “Notes, Fixes and Information to Remember”.  

What is the turnaround time for GCA1 approvals? 

-Turnaround times will vary depending on complexity. A simple review requiring no changes will take 2-3 business days 

and a complicated review can take up to 10 business days. [answered by Amyn/IOGC] 

Do we have to wait until Thursday to set up user roles? 

-Yes as the Roles/Tasks will be promoted to production with IOGC GCA on Wednesday evening, and available 6:00 AM 

Thursday February 7, 2019. The info on setting up the IOGC GCA Role and then assigning the tasks to users, [for your 

Primary_USA],  is on slide 9 and remember they can always call the Business Desk [403-297-6111] for assistance if 

required at that point. 

Can you use a GS for an FCC? 

Yes you can if you are the operator. Facilities that can be used to set up a GCA: 

BT CS  GS  GP [remembering a battery without a FL does not get a rate but you will still set up the BT GCA1 to set up WIO 

and Related Facilities]. You must be the facility operator to set up a GCA1 or GCA3. 
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